A D VA N C E D T E C H N O L O G Y

NTC / TDR
FIELD TESTIMONIAL
In the past month, I have been using and learning the UB
Quiver and seeing how it can fit into our daily routine with
all the other equipment that we use to locate and repair
recurring or ongoing problems with our coax plant. The
most unique and useful feature of this unit is the ability to
take a TDR shot through and active or passive WITHOUT
interrupting service to our customers. As we push forward
with the company’s expansion of our Business customer
base, this has become a vital part of our job, troubleshooting
without service interruption. This unit was able to find
problems such as a bad hardline splice in AB01 that had
been causing a recurring Pre EQ ticket. The issue would
only last for a couple of hours before it would clear and
usually in the late night or early morning hours. Trying to
find a problem using footages on TnC and looking at the
taps in Edgehealth was not working because the problem
was not there when we were able to work it. When I put
the quiver on the LE feeding the street that was on the TnC
ticket, we could easily see a very strong event signature that
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FIGURE 2

The next location was in NB031, again a recurring Pre
EQ. We had actually used the Quiver here for the first
time and found nothing that stood out. However after
speaking with Bruce, I learned that I had the meter connected incorrectly. So
when we had another opportunity to go back to the location because the Pre
EQ came back, we had much better luck. When I connected at the last FMT
and injected to the FMB amp, we noticed a strong event, again at the splice
before the Bridger amp. It was at 896’ and the bridger
was showing at 1227’, which matched the map. When
we started taking the splice apart, we noticed that the
shield was broken inside the connector between the
back and middle nut of the 3 piece hard line connector.
That was repaired about 3 weeks ago and again the
ticket has not come back since.
That is picture 1.
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We also had a problem when the man on call had an
outage caused by a line short. While tracking the short, it cleared. He called
me the next morning and told me the location he
stopped tracking it. I went to the Line Extender and
saw picture 2. The second event is approximately 47’
past the first tap. When I set up on the tap I measured
the event out to 48’. This was exactly where we found
a gunshot. That was spliced and have not had a
problem there since. The shot in picture 3 shows
how close to the tap the shot was. The holes were so
small that they could not be seen from the ground
and would have only been found by going hand over
hand across the spans of feeder. This save a great deal of time and man
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was the exact footage of a splice where we went from
OH to UG flooded coax. When I opened the splice, the
center conductor on the input side of the connector
had not been cleaned of the dielectric. After I cleaned
and replaced the splice, the signature looked closer to
the same as the taps that followed it. That node has not
had another Pre EQ ticket since the repair over a month
ago.

power. This was in NB028
Today I was asked to go to LC034, were they were having an issue with a
raised noise floor. This noise floor was causing a recurring outage. They
knew it was between 2 amps but because of the back yard access when
you put your ladder on the pole or strand the movement of the cable would
cause the noise to drop out. I connected the quiver on the output of the
splitter on the trunk and picked up an event at 148’ from the split, after
measuring it off we moved the ladder to the spot on the strand and
when we go up we found a gunshot from a small caliber round had going
though and though the truck. We cut out and spliced the trunk and we are
confident that this is what was causing the noise issue.
I did find that using the external amp when shooting through a passive
works good on the feeder, but on trunk, where there are no taps for loss,
the events are easier to see if you don’t use the external amp. Just adjusting
your TX level to a +20 was sufficient enough to see from the passive that I
was injecting though to the next active. However on the distribution where
you have passives every at almost every pole between actives, the amp is a
necessity. We also found that when injecting down feeder the you will see
drops that are fed off of the taps if they have if they have a modem or box
with active return in the residence.
So in the short time we tested this unit and with the earlier reports that I
sent in, it is easy to see that the portability of this unit, the ease of operation,
and the ability to find problems without interrupting service, this is definitely
a strong and valuable tool that needs to be added to our arsenal of test
equipment. Thanks for the opportunity to test the UBQuiver. It was a great
experience learning and using it. I just wish I could have had it for a while
longer as I was just getting to recognize different events and being able to
determine what is a problem and what is just a passive. I hope that we will
be seeing the units added to our test equipment list soon. If you have other
equipment to test in the future, please give me the chance to check them
out.
Troy
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